
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Background: theory in demography

The task of demography, as of any science, is to describe and explain a part of reality, to
understand the emergence of various aspects of this part of reality, to formulate reliable
statements about their future development, and to conceive solutions to problems associated
with these aspects. The specific part of reality that is the concern of demography is the size,
the composition and the distribution of populations, and the changes of these characteristics
in time. The direct objects of demographic enquiry consist of measurable entities and vital
events such as births, deaths and moves. Given this definition and the direct objects of study,
the discipline of demography is relatively concrete and demarcated, and the significance of
quantitative analysis is obvious.
Quantitative approaches are understandable strategies given the relevance of numerical
representations )numbers, rates, proportions) of the discipline’s subject matter. More so given
demography’s historical roots in actuarial sciences. Certainly there are inherent dynamics
in population development that justify the emphasis on mathematics in stable population
theory and on quantitative aspects in specific models of fertility, migration and mortality.
Moreover, the competence for objective measurement and statistical representation are highly
valued in positive scientific endeavour. Thus, the distinctive statistical and mathematical
accomplishments in demography cannot be viewed otherwise than with warranted satisfaction.
But they are not sufficient to make a mature science. No matter how elegant and
sophisticated, quantitative analysis alone cannot fulfil all the tasks of demo-graphy as a
scientific discipline. Although the mathematical interest is a distinctive, and indeed an
indispensable, feature of demography, it is not sufficient for a mature science capable of
interpreting, understanding and forecasting demographic reality; even less for conceiving
conditions for behavioural intervention strategies or policies related to population change.
Such capabilities can only emerge from a body of explanatory theory: a set of interrelated
concepts and propositions which specify relevant entities and events, the relations between
them, and the underlying causal mechanisms (Willekens 1990b, Wunsch 1995).

The development of such a body of theory for demography remains a matter of great concern.
Notwithstanding many exceptions, demographers tend to be more comfortable with data than
with concepts, and demographic analysis tends to yield descriptions rather than understanding.
The emerging picture of demography is that of an accurate, but relatively dull science; strong
in accountancy, but relatively weak in conceptualisation. Through the years, social
demographers have regretted the discipline’s preoccupation with mathematical analysis and
statistical description, and the relative neglect of efforts to specify the mechanisms governing
population processes. In this respect, Hauser and Duncan’s remark that demographic inquiry
has not yielded a principal body of knowledge to explain the discipline’s phenomena of
interest is still valid today (Hauser and Duncan 1959, p. 36, cf. Hawley 1980, McNicoll 1992,
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Morrison 1988, Schofield and Coleman 1986). In their introduction to The State of
Population Theory, Schofield and Coleman, reflected on this unbalanced state of affairs.

“Any subject which finds it necessary, or indeed possible, to consider its material divorced from
an appropriate body of theory must be in trouble. This seems to be the case with demography
at present” (Schofield and Coleman 1986, p. 1).

The present state of the art consists of a number of partial theories and conceptual
approaches, with a limited capacity to provide a comprehensive understanding of demographic
change.

The search for theory is not a purely academic issue. The main areas where demographers
are called on to apply their disciplinary expertise )such as population projections and
population policy) importantly depend on appropriate theoretical understanding. However,
none of the major international organisations that apply such demographic expertise to
produce estimates of population development )such as the United Nations or the World Bank)
explain which theory or conceptual model underlies their assumptions about, for instance,
the future course of fertility (cf. Lee 1990).
With regard to the development of policies and programmes directed at fertility change or
reproductive health, demography has contributed little more than a justification for and an
assessment of family planning programmes (cf. McNicoll 1992). Even the recognition that
the impact of demographic events in terms of health, environment or human development
involves “human drama on a large scale” (ibid, p. 3), has not lead to a significant advancement
of ideas on how to design effective intervention strategies for fertility control or health
improvement. A major problem in this respect is posed by the deficient conceptual base of
the discipline of demography and an insufficient understanding of human fertility behaviour
(R. Freedman 1987, McNicoll 1992). Several evaluations of family planning programmes
have concluded that for effective strategies, more information about and a better
understanding of health and reproductive behaviour will be required; more suitable
methodologies need to be developed to study people’s choices in this respect; and a stronger
social-theoretical foundation must be acquired to scientifically underpin behavioural
interventions (e.g. Andorka 1989, Bashar 1993, ESCAP 1988, 1993, Jejeebhoy and RamaRao
1992, Tsui et al., 1992, World Bank 1992). The recent policy shift from population targets
to the wellbeing of individual people )as reflected in the Programme of Action of the 1994
Cairo International Conference on Population and Development) is an even stronger signal
of the relevance of a fundamental and scientific understanding of how and why people decide
and behave the way they do.



Model of man as a concept to describe the general nature of the human being applies to both men and1

women. Although the term may not seem very gender-sensitive, it will be maintained in a neutral
connotation because of its widespread usage in social-theoretical studies. It is, for instance, a central
concept in the work of Simon (cf. H.A. Simon 1957, 1985, 1987), but it is also much referred to by
others like Bandura, Hollis, Leibenstein, Lindenberg and Willekens (cf. Bandura 1986, Hollis 1977,
Leibenstein 1977, 1980, Lindenberg 1990b, Willekens 1992).
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1.2. Aim, approach and scope of the study

The aim of this study is conceived from a viewpoint that the accomplishments of demography
in terms of descriptive abilities and statistical and mathematical achievements, are not met
by an equally sophisticated theoretical fundament. Its primary aim is to be a contribution to
the theoretical foundation of demography by developing a framework of concepts and causal
mechanisms that are required to attain a comprehensive understanding of demographic
phenomena and demographic change. Closely connected to this is the aim to contribute to
the conceptual tools for the design of effective reproductive health programmes.
The course taken in this study is not to contribute to theory development by exploring the
hidden theoretical treasures in existing data sets, nor to uncover generalisable (or
ungeneralisable) principles of demographic phenomena by means of research in the field. This
study takes a more deductive approach: the formation of a general theoretical structure based
on explicit behavioural premises which can be employed as a conceptual reference for research
design and interpretation of observations. This approach is not intended to deny the potential
of empirical observation to direct and expand the body of demographic theory. Nor is it
intended to deny the need to move back and forth between theory and reality; they are
considered as two complementary and mutually dependent worlds which cannot operate
optimally if severed from one another. However, the choice made in this study is to elaborate
the crucial )but too often neglected) theoretical frame of reference for research and policies.

The fact that demography concerns human behaviour classifies the discipline definitely in the
branch of social and behavioural sciences (cf. Caldwell 1996). Therefore it faces basic
challenges and questions similar to those of other human sciences with regard to the
development of concepts, frameworks and theories needed to take up the challenge of dealing
with existing and emerging realities. In this respect demographic theory has to resolve such
issues as the balance between abstraction and realism in scientific explanation, the required
levels of analysis, the role of time and change, aspects of subjectivity and introspection, the
interdependency of structure and process, and the dilemma between context and agency (cf.
Archer 1996, Hjelle and Ziegler 1981). The position taken with respect to such issues partly
depends on the specific aim of this study, but it crucially also depends on the model of man1

that is supposed to populate the demographic world: the fundamental assumptions about
human nature, expressing people’s basic capacities and limitations, and the propelling forces
in their behaviour. These assumptions provide the keys to the selection and elaboration of
the concepts in the theoretical framework, and therefore part of the study is devoted to the
characterisation of a model of man for demography.
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The closeness between demography and other human sciences permits the fertilisation of
demographic theory by insights from neighbouring disciplines. The many aspects to be
covered for a comprehensive understanding of population development, moreover, define
theory building as a multidisciplinary, if not an interdisciplinary, enterprise (Wunsch 1995,
p. 206, cf. Greenhalgh 1990, Mayone Stycos 1989). At present, the conceptual landscape
of demography is multidisciplinary in nature, characterised by partial approaches and without
much mutual reinforcement. The theoretical model of this study aims to synthesise con-
tributions from different disciplines, and the integration of these approaches marks it as an
interdisciplinary framework.

It will not be possible, nor necessary, to cast a uniform epitome of theoretical foundation
in concrete for every possible demographic setting. Inquiry in the field of mortality differs
from that concerning migration; theoretical requirements for descriptive purposes do not
necessarily correspond with those for forecasting or involvement in action research;
explanation of specific demographic phenomena crucially depends on time and space; and
theoretical insights themselves may change. Therefore, a ‘grand unifying theory’ of
demographic behaviour may remain far beyond the capacities of the discipline (Freedman
1987, van de Kaa 1996, Schofield and Coleman 1986, Wunsch 1995) and, for that matter,
any social science.

This restraint is fully recognised and to avoid some of the difficulties, the scope of the study
narrows down from demographic behaviour generally to reproductive behaviour. But as the
massive project on the determinants of fertility in developing countries (Bulatao and Lee
1983) shows, even this will by no means resolve the conceptual problems encountered in a
formulation of a comprehensive framework. The variety of factors involved in human
reproduction, the large differences in childbearing behaviour observed at the global level,
the various theoretical approaches applied in the field and the different purposes of fertility
studies might lead to the suggestion that any effort to even consider the possibility of a general
conceptual framework for reproductive behaviour is a futility. Yet there are several
convincing arguments that progress can be made with respect to the attainment of a more
encompassing approach in the study of fertility:

• The specific character of reproductive behaviour simplifies to a certain extent the efforts
to develop a theoretical framework: the physiology involved provides some tangible
starting points and has an undeniable universal significance. Fertility models based on
(socio-)biological intermediate variables or proximate determinants have been of immense
value for elucidating the large variety of fertility patterns.

• Although even the most comprehensive synthesis in the field of fertility will remain
imperfect and the disregard of certain theoretical perspectives is inescapable, the
cumulative character of scientific endeavour and encounters between disciplines
continuously provides new stimuli and possibilities for updating and integrating existing
theoretical frameworks. Integration will depend on the degree to which different concepts
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and approaches can be translated at the meta-theoretical level into terms of one ruling
perspective.

• The fact that different social, economic, cultural and political contexts generate different
fertility patterns implies the need for context-specific explanations, but not for context-
specific theories or frameworks. Very different contexts can be interpreted by applying
one single approach if context is incorporated as an analytical concept in the theoretical-
perspective (cf. Hammel 1990, p. 455).

• Despite the great diversity in fertility patterns, human reproductive behaviour )even apart
from its biological substance) is governed by a number of universal principles. These
principles pertain to the basic premises about capabilities, constraints and characteristics
of human nature which direct or restrict the processes and outcomes of individual
behaviour. While social and behavioural sciences reflect structural differences in these
premises, there is considerable scope for narrowing what is tenable as theory on the subject
of fertility (McNicoll 1992, p. 404).

These considerations may justify the effort to develop a frame of reference that transcends
current partial and mono-disciplinary interpretations of fertility, and that is applicable
irrespective of time and place. This study conceives of such a theoretical framework. It does
not offer a new formal theory for demography. It is intended, even if only as a kind of
benchmark, as a way of looking at demographic phenomena: an interpretive framework to
understand their existence and change better by structuring attention to relevant aspects
and suggesting an interpretation of underlying causal processes. Although the elaboration
of the conceptual model focuses on fertility behaviour and its relevance for family planning
or reproductive health programmes, the general underlying approach may well serve as a
theoretical foundation of other demographic domains as well.

1.3. Outline of the book

This first chapter of this book sets out the background and problem setting of the study. It
formulates the objectives, the scientific context and the social relevance of the undertaking.
The subsequent Chapters 2 to 6 elaborate the starting points and concepts that are required
to achieve the study’s goal of contributing to a theoretical fundament of social demography
through the development of a comprehensive framework for fertility. This framework is
presented in the synthesis of Chapter 7. The study also includes a case study in which the
conceptual framework is applied to family planning and reproductive health in India (Chapter
8). The concluding Chapter 9 summarises the main findings of the research. Lastly, a list of
definitions of the major concepts is annexed. The overview below provides the main contents
and purposes of the various chapters following this introduction.

Chapter 2. Social theory, models of man and the concept of rationality
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This chapter addresses the requirements and starting points of the study and identifies the
various concepts needed in the conceptual framework. It defines the framework for fertility
in terms of social theory. More specifically, it adopts a microperspective which focuses the
theoretical perspective on individual behaviour. However, this behaviour is explicitly framed
in an embedding social context. A further requirement that is considered here is a dynamic
perspective that adds a time dimension to the conceptual model. The chapter outlines the
conceptualisation of behaviour, context and a time perspective in terms of choice, social
institutions and a learning-theoretical perspective on the life course, respectively. These three
key elements are separately elaborated in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Their conceptualisations have
a cognitive perspective in common, which provides the model with a significant potential
for integration.

A further background for the elaboration of the different elements in the framework is the
view on the basic assumptions about human capabilities, constraints and characteristics. The
view elaborated in Chapter 2 takes into account mental agency, motivation, rationality, social
embedment, dynamic aspects and biological factors as crucial considerations for a realistic
model of man for demography. The chapter devotes a separate section to the concept of
rationality. The broad sense of rationality which is defined here is crucial to a theory of choice
as a general approach to behaviour.

Chapter 3. Multidisciplinary backgrounds of fertility theory
Chapter 3 assesses the state of the art of fertility theory and serves to delineate the weak and
strong points of the major social-behavioural approaches in current demography. These
approaches have, by and large, separate disciplinary backgrounds in other human sciences.
The criteria used to evaluate these lines of thought are derived from the starting points and
requirements that are outlined in Chapter 2. The chapter distinguishes the following
approaches: Malthusian theory, transition theory, biological approaches, micro-economic
theories, socio-psychological theories, cultural and structural approaches and diffusion theory.
The outcome of this evaluation indicates that many disciplinary perspectives are not up to
date with theory development in their respective sciences. However, social-psychological
and institutional approaches, as well as the biological models of intermediate determinants
are considered valuable, albeit insufficient, contributions to the development of a
comprehensive framework for fertility.

Chapter 4. Choice
This chapter commences with an elaboration of the cognitive perspective that underlies the
fertility framework. It clarifies the interpretation of information as a central concept in the
framework, and also interprets how people process information and extract the considerations
that structure their behaviour. In this respect, the notion of cognitive schemes takes a central
position.
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The elaboration of the key concept of choice is meant to provide a theory of individual
behaviour. It relies on the broad notion of rationality defined in Chapter 2 and includes a
number of issues required to capture the large part of human behaviour within a decision
making perspective: problem space, motivation, perceived control and decision styles. The
model of intermediate fertility determinants functions as an objective structure to organise
these considerations.

Chapter 5. Context
The context in which individual choice and individual fertility behaviour is situated, is
interpreted in terms of social institutions that are made up of complexes of rules of meaning
and behaviour. This chapter elaborates on the interaction between people which is crucial
to the construction, maintenance and adjustment of these rules. This renders a dynamic
perspective to the interpretation of the social environment. The structure institutions give
to the social environment is captured in terms of contextual levels, substantial dimensions
of institutions and their impact on different life domains. The cognitive interpretation of
institutions elucidates the mechanisms through which context acquires meaning for individual
decision makers.

Chapter 6. Time and change
This chapter distinguishes different dimensions of time that are relevant to provide a dynamic
perspective to various elements of the conceptual framework. It distinguishes historical,
institutional, social and individual time, as well as time in elementary processes. Given the
attention to institutional change in Chapter 5, here attention focuses further on the individual
time dimension. The chapter elaborates the notion of life course as an organising principle
for the synchronous and diachronous aspects of people’s lives. A more substantial
interpretation is given in terms of psychological development theories, in particular social
learning theory. This emphasises the life-time related character of individuals’ considerations
about reproductive behaviour.

Chapter 7. An interdisciplinary perspective on fertility
The various starting points and conceptualisations elaborated in the previous chapters are
synthesised in a general framework for fertility that is presented here. Chapter 7 recaptures
the various components and their underlying mechanisms, as well as the framework’s main
characteristics. The graphic representation of the conceptual model highlights these
components and processes and elucidates how they are positioned vis-à-vis one another and
how they are causally connected to reproductive behaviour and levels and patterns of fertility.

Chapter 8. Application of the model: the case of India
Fertility in developing countries is one of demography’s most crucial and socially relevant
subjects. This domain of demography, and particularly the elements of family planning and
reproductive health, served as the main background and inspiration of the study. The practical
value of the conceptual model consists of a social-scientific basis and a behavioural
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perspective to develop more effective policies and programmes in these areas. In the absence
of empirical research to examine the usefulness of the conceptual framework, Chapter 8
provides an illustration of the theoretical framework for the particular setting of India.

Chapter 9. Conclusions
On the basis of the case study presented in Chapter 8 and the conceptualisations in earlier
parts of this book, Chapter 9 summarises the need of theory development in demography
and the relevance of different concepts incorporated in the framework. Furthermore, it briefly
depicts the methodological implications of the approach and the contributions of the model
to a theoretical foundation of demography.


